BANISHING by CRIMSATA
THE CIRCLE & Invocation of BABALON

III,42: The ordeals thou shalt oversee thyself,
save only the blind ones.
Refuse none, but thou shalt know & destroy the traitors.
I am Ra-Hoor-Khuit; and I am powerful to protect my servant.
Success is thy proof: argue not; convert not;
talk not overmuch!

Them that seek to entrap thee, to overthrow thee,
them attack without pity or quarter;
& destroy them utterly.
Swift as a trodden serpent turn and strike!
Be thou yet deadlier than he!
Drag down their souls to awful torment:

THELEMA MAGICK:-
It seems to me, that a weekly Ritual is a fair idea;- to prepare, let us look at:--

THELEMA---MAGICK.
The Adept, does realise that the universe is a self generated interplay,
a dance of names and natures;
The universe is entirely unique, as that which is perceived,
is a partial expression of one's essential nature.
each event in one's life being a letter in the spelling of one's life name.
There are Universal Truths; Such as-The Mother is The Daughter
. That is, The Mother at sphere 3, Saturn, is also in The Earth Sphere, 10.
The Daughter must be Enthroned upon The Throne of The Mother.
The Great Mother, at Binah, is Marah,
(Mary-in Hebrew) which means The Great Sea,
The Great Sea does extend to the Shores of Malkuth:
The Earth planes. Let us affirm this connection;
I suggest a weekly Invocation of Our Lady BABALON.
FIRSTLY-THE BANISHING.
The New Banishing Ritual of the Pentagram
"Those who regard this ritual as a mere device
to invoke or banish spirits are unworthy to possess it.
Properly understood, it is the Medicine of metals
and the Stone of the Wise." 1 --Aleister Crowley

. Touch thy forehead, with forefinger, or middle, and say Ateh (Thou art-or-O One True Creator).
   Stroke the throat, descending, and say "AIWAZ"
Touch thy breast and genitalia, and say Malkuth (the Kingdom).
Touch thy right shoulder and say ve-Geburah (and the Power).
Touch thy left shoulder and say ve-Gedulah (and the Glory).
Clasp thy hands before thee: fingers interlaced,
, the forefingers pointed outward, and upward.

I LOOKED AT THE FIRST VERSION PRINTED;
AND HAVE OVERWITTEN IT, AS A PERSONAL PIECE.

Say, "LE OLAHM" Praise be to The Creator,
AMEN Eternally Be it so.
The Construction of the Circle
walk in a Circle; moving Clockwise, to your right.

:-THE EAST, AIR, SPIRIT AMBER, DAGGER

SOUTH, FIRE, RED, WILL WAND

WEST, WATER, BLUE, LOVE, CHALICE

NORTH, EARTH, GREEN, PANTACLE;
=ONE'S PERSONAL SIGIL OF THE UNIVERSE,
OR BREAD AND SALT WILL SUFFICE.

Raise power, repeated attunement to The 'HUM' of The Universe,
can be achieved by chanting AUM repeatedly.
Perhaps stimulating Kundalini by Auto Erotic practises, or with a Partner.

When humming:>>>>
With the wand, trace a circle of Holy Golden Radiance, or Silver white-fire, if you will.
I recommend use of memorising the cardinal points.
I trace one circle at ground level—another at ceiling height.
I trace The Hexagram of Saturn, above and below.
The banishing pentagram of Earth is generally used in each quarter, although the use of the correct Elemental Pentagrams, seems far better, when one has practised a while

Personally, I suggest tracing the pentagram with The WAND; or by Pointing One’s Finger.
and Energising the Pentagram, with a radiant force of Will, by The Wand, directed to the centre of the Pentagram.

Make in the Air toward the East the banishing Pentagram of Earth, and, bringing the point to the center of the Pentagram, vibrate the Deity Name Yod-He-Vau-He, YAH WEH imagining that your voice carries forth to the East of the Universe. Holding the Wand out before you, go to the South, of Fire, Red, Quarter of The Will, and the wand. make the Pentagram of Earth; Banishing.

So, in The South, Trace and vibrate similarly, using the deity name Adonai.

Go to the West, make the Pentagram and vibrate Eheieh.

Go to the North, make the Pentagram and vibrate Agla.

Return to the East and complete your circle

Then, by tracing the standard hexagram of Saturn above and below. In a Cicle above; as Below, at Ground level.
Raise The wand to The Center above,
Bring the wand down, visualise a globe of white light
atop The Wand-strike the centre of the lower Hexagram, declaring firmly-
RA-HOOR-KHUIT! A column of Light, of force most Holy, will rise around you.

The Invocation of the Archangels

Stand in The EAST- Make The motion of opening;
as if parting a pair of curtains, with your hands; arms outstretched;
make THE motion of 'The Enterer’ if you know it;
Call upon RAPAHEL > Visualise Air-Spirit entering your Temple.
Let AIR; blow through though you; cleansing.

Turn to your right; to the SOUTH of Fire-Will;
Open The Veils call upon MICHAEL;
Visualise/Imagine Fire Cleansing your Sour Soul;
Turn right to The WEST of Water; Open The Veils;
call upon GABRIEL; (Visualisations will be written
later---when time allows---)
Let Heavenly Showers cleanse you;

Turn right to NORTH of The Earth; Open The Veils
call upon AURIEL; and be Cleansed by Light; in your
Aura Bubble; a further exercise for later.
( Sorry—I am in a rush; got to do chores;)

THEN
Stand with arms outstretched in the form of a cross and say:
Before me Raphael. Behind me Gabriel.
At my right hand Michael. At my left hand Auriel.
The Affirmation of the Circle
Before me flames the Pentagram,
and around me shines the six-rayed Star.
Make the Qabalistic Cross as directed above.
1. Facing east, touch the forehead and say Eheieh (I am).
2. Touch the groin and say Malkuth (the Kingdom).
3. Touch the right shoulder and say ve-Geburah (and the Power).
4. Touch the left shoulder and say ve-Gedulah (and the mercy, the Glory).
5. Clasp the hands upon the breast and say le-Olahm IAO (Forever, IAO)
   . Turn to the East to complete the circle.
   Extend the arms in the form of a cross and say:  .
"Before me Raphael.
<>. Behind me Gabriel.
   On my right hand Michael.
   And on my left hand Auriel.
   . For about me flames the pentagrams.
   And within me shines the six-rayed star.
   . Repeat the Qabalistic Cross (parts 1-5).
   This preliminary banishing, is essential for
true Magickal workings.
I shall shortly write a form of Prayer/Ritual--->
To Invoke Our Lady BABALON!
All Quarters should be cleansed by The Banishing, of Earth Pentagram; That starts at bottom left=Earth-To Spirit, at the op etc. with The Wand.
HERE IS A DIFFERENT FORM OF BANISHING;

LIBER XXV
THE STAR RUBY

Composed by Aleister Crowley for the Order A:.A:.
Unofficial notes and comments in brackets by Sabazius.1

[I. ]
Facing East, in the centre, draw deep deep deep thy breath closing thy mouth with thy right forefinger prest against thy lower lip. Then dashing down the hand with a great sweep back and out, expelling forcibly thy breath, cry APO PANTOS KAKODAIMONOS ["Away, every evil spirit"].

[II. The Cross Qabalistic]
With the same forefinger touch thy forehead, and say SOI ["Thine"], thy member, and say Ô PhALLE ["O Phallus"], 2 thy right shoulder, and say ISChUROS["the mighty"], thy left shoulder, and say EUChARISTOS ["the beneficient"]; then clasp thine hands, locking the fingers, and cry IAÔ.3

[III. ]
Advance to the East. Imagine strongly a Pentagram, aright, in thy forehead. Drawing the hands to the eyes, fling it forth, making the sign of Horus and roar ThÉRION. Retire thine hand in the sign of Hoor-paar-Kraat.
Go round to the North and repeat; but say NUIT.
Go round to the West and repeat; but whisper BABALON.
Go round to the South and repeat; but bellow HADIT.4

[IV. ]
Completing the circle widdershins, retire to the centre and raise thy voice in the Paian, with these words IÔ PAN, with the signs of N.O.X.5

[V. ]
Extend the arms in the form of a Tau and say low but clear:
PRO MOU YUNGES ["Before me the lynges,"] 6
OPISÔ MOU TELETARCHAI ["Behind me the Teletarches,"] 6
EPI DEXIA SUNOChEIS ["on my right hand the Synoches,"] 6
EPARISTERA DAIMONES ["on my left hand the Daemones,"] 6
PhLEGEI GAR PERI MOU hO ASTÊR TÔN PENTE ["for about me flames the Star of Five,"]
KAI EN TÊI STÊLÊI hO ASTÊR TÔN hEX hESTÊKE. ["and in the Pillar stands the Star of Six."]

[VI. ]
Repeat the Cross Qabalistic, as above [II], and end as thou didst begin [i.e., as in I].

The TELETARCHAI-etc. are Angels of The Abyss; The Teletarchai; are Bird like, Beautiful Beings, with a wonderful humour.
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